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Mathematical morphology

O riginally developed for binary images (like masks), morphological fil-
ters work on shapes. For example, they can remove small features,

bridge gaps, or even remove all elongated shapes. Typically the ‘‘shapes’’
are taken to be connected components of level sets, but other schemes
are definitely possible.

Figure 1: The shapes on the left are filtered using two morphological
filters. TOP: A morphological ‘‘opening’’ by a disc only keeps those parts
of the shapes where the disc fits. BOTTOM: A ‘‘connected’’ filter does not
alter the shapes, it either keeps them or removes them in their entirety.

Morphology on vector-valued images

F or vector-valued images we can try applying morphological filters per‘‘channel’’ (a colour image could be split into red, green and blue
channels for example). However, although linear operators applied to
the individual channels are clearly invariant to (uniform) rotations of the
vector values, non-linear operators typically are not. To solve this we
use all rotated versions of the original basis vectors used to compute the
channels, or a finite subset thereof. For colours we can choose whether
to just consider rotations around the achromatic/grey axis, or to simply
consider all rotations (in the latter case the set of vectors we use forms
the unit sphere in 3D). Either way, this procedure results in more channels
than necessary, so to go back to the original vector space we solve a least
squares problem.

Figure 2: LEFT: Dilation on the independent red, green and blue channels
of an image of a yellow and green-/blueish parrot flying over a (green)
forest. The pink colour is an accident of processing the RGB channels
separately. RIGHT: Dilation of the same image using a set of channels that
is invariant to rotations around the achromatic/grey axis (hue rotations).

Rotation invariance

M orphological filters are based on a kind of ‘‘maximum’’ and ‘‘mini-
mum’’ operations (infima/suprema or meets/joins). However, the

‘‘maximum’’ of two tensors is not as easy to define as the maximum of
two real numbers. We use a so-called product order and force it to be
invariant to rotations. After all, when filtering tensor fields, filters should
work regardless of the orientation of the tensor field.

Figure 3: LEFT: A basis of three 2D tensors of the form v � v, visualized
in a 3D space with the identity tensor along the vertical axis. Enforcing
invariance to rotations results in a frame of all tensors of the form v � v
(illustrated by the cone). RIGHT: Polar plot of the coefficients of a tensor
in the same basis (dots) and frame (the large peanut shape). The small
peanut shapes show the coefficients of some of the elements of the frame.

Figure 4: LEFT: Input. MIDDLE: The normal component-wise ‘‘maximum’’
leads to a dilation that does not treat all directions equally (well). RIGHT:
Our frame-based ‘‘maximum’’ is invariant to rotations.

Structure tensors

S tructure tensors describe the squared magnitude of the directional
derivative for (scalar or colour) images. By using rotationally invariant

morphological filters we can clean up structure tensor fields to better
resolve the structure near crossings.

Figure 5: From left to right: original image, square root of the largest
directional derivative (gradient magnitude), square root of the largest
response after filtering (using a closing by a line segment of length 5).

Future work

T he ultimate goal is to develop efficient and useful tools for tensor fieldsbased on morphological filters. So-called ‘‘connected’’ and ‘‘hypercon-
nected’’ filters are very interesting in this regard, and will thus be the
focus of our efforts.

Figure 6: It might be interesting to provide (hierarchical) segmentations
of flow fields, for example. Those could then also be combined with
pattern matching to find certain features in a flow.
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